Boost your buy-side M&A with tools made for you

Putting multiple acquisition opportunities demands a systematic approach. First, find the right targets. Manage a healthier pipeline, and execute buy-side diligence—all with Datasite. Create a repeatable process from the control of a single platform that closes it all.

With Datasite Pipeline™, centralize critical information on your targets

- Multiple dashboards to simplify reporting
- All widgets to visualize your data
- Shared inbox to capture communications, contacts, and content

Get answers quickly with streamlined Q&A

- Set-up features, permissions, question categories, and more
- Report to Excel for a permanent record
- 34% avg. Q&A correspondence per project²

Flag and assess risks with findings

- Highlight issues in real time and link to documents
- Track and take action by priority
- 1,283 findings logged

A winning combination

With the power behind Pipeline + the agility of Acquire, reach deal outcomes with greater levels of success. Dealmakers trust Datasite, as we’ve been making deals happen for 50+ years.

Why serial acquirers need serious tools:

- 40% say first pipeline is the biggest pipeline management challenge
- 55% of dealmakers typically spend more time in acquisition
- 55% of dealmakers rely on self-sourced deals
- 86% of dealmakers spend more time in acquisition

To learn more, visit www.datasite.com or contact:

info@datasite.com | AMERS +1 888 311 4100 | EMEA +44 20 3031 6300 | APAC +852 3905 4800
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